Attitudes of final-year dental students to bleaching of vital and non-vital teeth in Cardiff, Cork, and Malmö
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SUMMARY The aim of this study was to determine attitudes of final-year dental students in Cardiff, Cork and Malmö towards tooth whitening. Following receipt of ethical approval, pre-piloted questionnaires were distributed to final-year dental students in Cork, Cardiff, and Malmö as close as possible to graduation. The questionnaire sought information relating to various opinions and attitudes towards the use of bleaching techniques including safety of bleaching, confidence in the provision of bleaching, recommendations to patients, teaching received, awareness of restrictions on the use of bleaching products and management of simulated clinical scenarios. Eighty three per cent (n = 116) of questionnaires were returned. Cork dental students had the most didactic teaching (2-h vital, 1-h non-vital bleaching) compared to Cardiff or Malmö students (0 h each). More Cork students regarded bleaching as safe (76%, n = 28) than Cardiff (70%, n = 32) or Malmö (36%, n = 12) students. More than 50% of Cork students feel they know enough about bleaching to provide it in practice, significantly more than Cardiff (<25%) or Malmö (<25%) students. The majority of students would provide vital bleaching after qualification (100% (n = 37) Cork; 82% (n = 27) Malmö; 76% (n = 35) Cardiff). In simulated clinical scenarios, more Cork students would propose bleaching treatments (89% n = 33) than Malmö (64% n = 21) or Cardiff (48% n = 22) students. Variations exist in the attitudes and approaches of three European dental schools towards bleaching. Dental students need to be best prepared to meet the needs of their future patients.
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Introduction

Over the years, there have been changing shifts in the range of dental procedures carried out in Western society. While there has been a general fall in caries and increased tooth retention, patients are increasingly demanding aesthetic dentistry, as more patients strive for a ‘perfect smile’ (1–4). With changes in priorities and influences from the media, many people desire faultlessly white teeth; however, some patients present with genuine intrinsic or extrinsic staining. These can be caused by a number of factors, including dietary influences, tobacco, tetracycline and other internal staining such as that caused by the breakdown of blood products after endodontic treatment (5, 6).

When teeth are stained or discoloured, several treatment options are currently available. Some, such as crowns and veneers, offer a more destructive approach; for example, a study has found that up to 15.6% of teeth restored with metal ceramic crowns became non-vital within 10 years following active treatment (7). Lower levels of pulpal damage should be expected for veneers where less tooth tissue is removed and preparations should not invade dentine. Other options available can be seen to preserve tooth tissue, including microabrasion and bleaching (vital and
non-vital) (5, 8). While bleaching techniques offer a non-destructive approach, they are not without disadvantages, with side effects including tooth sensitivity, soft tissue irritation and effects on both dental hard tissues and restorative materials (4). Furthermore, there have also been reports of cervical root resorption following intra-coronal non-vital bleaching (6, 9, 10).

With potential side effects, concerns have been raised regarding the safety of bleaching teeth with high concentrations of hydrogen peroxide (shown to have greater prevalences of adverse reactions), particularly when used by non-dental professionals such as allegedly occurring in beauty salons amongst others (4). The European Union’s (EU) Cosmetics Directive (European Council Directive on Cosmetic Products 76/768/EEC and subsequent amendments) (11) defines a ‘cosmetic product’ and restricts the level of hydrogen peroxide (or levels produced) in such products to a maximum 0.1% (12). This has direct effects on dental bleaching techniques and although the techniques of internal and external bleaching are not illegal, the supply of necessary materials is not permitted. However, this situation varies around the EU because of conflicting classifications. The United Kingdom (12) and Ireland (13) classify whitening products as cosmetics, while Spain classifies them as dental devices, and Sweden as medical devices (14). Further to this, the courts in the United Kingdom have clarified the interpretation of domestic legislations where the supply of any cosmetic whitening product containing more than 0.1% hydrogen peroxide is prohibited (12).

The EU Cosmetics Directive (11) has potential impacts on the teaching in European dental schools, with students having varying amounts of exposure to and teaching of bleaching techniques that are potentially available. This can lead to consequences in general dental practice, as dental students are likely to continue the approaches towards treatment that they learnt at dental school. Furthermore, under current EU freedom of movement legislation, it is possible for dentists trained in EU countries to move within the EU. Final-year dental students are the dentists of the future, and many will be practicing for the next forty years (15). Their current attitudes are important, and this project will aim to discuss their viewpoints towards tooth bleaching. The aim of this project was to examine the attitudes of final-year dental students towards dental bleaching in Cardiff, Cork and Malmö dental schools.

Materials and methods

Ethical approval was obtained from the Cardiff University Medical and Dental School Research Ethics Committee. Pre-piloted questionnaires were distributed to a small number of teaching staff, following which pre-piloting, minor grammatical changes and phraseology amendments were included to make the questions and scenarios more clear. Paper-based questionnaires were then distributed to final-year dental students in Cardiff (n = 57), Cork (n = 38) and Malmö (n = 45). These were distributed half way through the final year, as near as possible to graduation to reflect the opinion the students are likely to have on qualification. Completing the questionnaire was entirely optional and answers anonymous, with information about the study provided to participants.

The questionnaire contained both ‘open’ and ‘closed’ questions including the following areas:

1 attitudes to the safety of bleaching;
2 confidence in the provision of bleaching;
3 attitudes to provision of bleaching and recommendations to patients;
4 teaching received in bleaching;
5 awareness of restrictions on the use of bleaching products;
6 management of simulated clinical scenarios.

Data collected from the questionnaires were entered and analysed using SPSS version 16.0.* Descriptive statistics are reported.

Results

The overall response rate was 83% (n = 116) with 81% from Cardiff (n = 46), 97% from Cork (n = 37) and 73% from Malmö (n = 33).

Attitudes to the safety of bleaching

When asked their opinion on the statement ‘Vital tooth bleaching is safe’, the majority of Cardiff (70%, n = 32) and Cork (76%, n = 28) students agreed, although a greater number of Cork students ‘strongly agreed’. However, 15% (n = 5) of Malmö disagreed with the statement, and 49% (n = 16) regarded themselves to be ‘neutral’. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, where although no students ‘strongly disagreed’, Malmö students

*SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA.
were more negative towards the safety of vital tooth bleaching.

Confidence in the provision of bleaching

Levels of confidence (0–5, 5 being most confident) to provide vital and non-vital bleaching varied between the dental schools. Cardiff students were the least confident (mean level 0.76 for vital and 1.02 for non-vital). Cork students were by far the most confident, with a mean level of 3.11 and 3.22 for vital and non-vital bleaching respectively. Malmö students showed similar levels to Cardiff with a mean response of 1.03 for vital and 1.12 for non-vital. All students claimed to feel more confident about providing non-vital bleaching than vital bleaching. On whether they would consider providing vital tooth bleaching for patients after qualification, 85% of students (n = 99) said they would provide this treatment. Figure 2 shows how students responded when asked if they felt they know enough about bleaching to provide it in practice next year. Over 50% of Cork students responded positively, whereas over 75% of both Cardiff and Malmö students said they do not know enough to provide these treatments.

Fig. 1. Agreement with statement ‘Vital tooth bleaching is safe’.

Attitudes to provision of bleaching and recommendations to patients

Table 1 shows how students responded when questioned about their willingness to advise patients about home kits for tooth whitening. Cardiff students appear to be most discouraging in this situation with no students encouraging their use and 72% (n = 33) discouraging them. The majority of Malmö students also discouraged their use. However, 30% (n = 10) of Malmö students claimed not to know enough to answer the question. This is a very different response to Cork students where only 8% (n = 3) discourage them, with 73% (n = 27) encouraging their use with caution.

Table 2 illustrates whether students see themselves having their own teeth bleached in the future or whether they have already received bleaching on their teeth. Cardiff and Malmö students show similar levels of past bleaching treatments (11% and 12% respectively), whereas many more Cork students have had their teeth bleached (43%). These attitudes are repeated when asking about future plans. Cardiff students are the least likely to see themselves bleaching their teeth in the future (<50%), much different compared with Cork, where 80% can see themselves having this treatment. Fifty-five per cent of Malmö students could see themselves using bleaching on their own teeth in the future.

Teaching received in bleaching

Both Cardiff and Malmö students received no didactic teaching on any bleaching techniques, whereas most Cork students said they had received 2 h on vital and 1 h on non-vital bleaching. Similarly, neither Cardiff nor Malmö students had any clinical experience of providing bleaching, compared with Cork students, where 30% of them had carried out non-vital bleaching treatments on patients.

Students were asked to list any vital bleaching techniques that they were aware of. Results from this are displayed in Table 3. Cork students knew of the greatest variety of techniques.

Fig. 2. Do students feel they know enough about bleaching to provide it when qualified?
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Awareness of restrictions on the use of bleaching products

Figure 3 shows the proportions of students in each dental school that are aware of current restrictions on the use of bleaching agents. Cork students (84% n = 32) were more aware than those in Cardiff (50% n = 23) and Malmö (0%). Students who answered ‘yes’ were then asked to indicate what they understood about these restrictions. Fifty-five per cent of Cork students (n = 17) and 53% of Cardiff students (n = 12) answered that bleaching is illegal over a very low concentration, some specifying this level of a maximum of 0.1% hydrogen peroxide. Other responses given by Cardiff students included thoughts that bleaching is considered to be illegal by the Local Health Board (18%), illegal in the NHS (13%) and illegal by EU law (9%). In Cork, other answers included that 35% hydrogen peroxide is illegal (10%), bleaching agents are banned (7%), it is illegal by EU law (7%) and there are complications between medical and cosmetic licensing (7%).

Management of simulated clinical scenarios

Scenario #1 Respondents were asked what treatment they would provide for a patient who is complaining of a discoloured maxillary left lateral incisor following successful root canal therapy and placement of a palatal glass-ionomer restoration.

1 The most common response for all the schools was to provide non-vital bleaching: 48% (n = 22) Cardiff; 89% (n = 33) Cork; and 64% Malmo (n = 21);

2 Other responses from Cork students were minimally destructive: including composite build-ups, replacement of the glass-ionomer with composite and internal with external bleaching.
3 Apart from non-vital bleaching, remaining Cardiff responses were mainly destructive with 22% (n = 10) suggesting a crown or veneer and 2% (n = 1) suggesting a post-crown. Eleven per cent (n = 5) would replace the glass–ionomer with composite;

4 Fifteen per cent (n = 5) of Malmö students would treatment plan a crown or veneer, while 18% (n = 6) would replace the glass–ionomer with composite.

Scenario #2 Students were also asked what treatment they would provide for a pregnant woman who would like her moderately stained upper anterior teeth to be whiter. These teeth were restoration-free and caries-free, and were vital with no apical or periodontal pathology.

1 Twenty per cent (n = 9) of Cardiff students, 14% (n = 5) Cork students and 15% (n = 5) Malmö students would defer treatment until the pregnancy was completed;

2 Thirty-three per cent (n = 12) of Cork students said they would provide bleaching, compared with lower levels 9% of Cardiff (n = 4) and 15% of Malmö (n = 5) students.

3 The most common response from Cork was vital bleaching (33%, n = 12), whereas in Cardiff it was provision of a scale and polish (24%, n = 11) and in Malmö bleaching after pregnancy (18%, n = 6).

4 Cardiff students were the only respondents to suggest providing microabrasion (11%, n = 5) and veneers (2%, n = 1).

Discussion

In this study, a questionnaire was used to collect data, distributed to final-year dental students. Responses were highest from Cork where students could be targeted in seminars, compared with those in Cardiff and Malmö where students were more dispersed. This method was an appropriate way of gaining information from a large number of students and increasing sample size (16, 17). An interview technique would have been hard to arrange and too time-consuming together with incurring greater cost. Providing a questionnaire allowed respondents to answer questions in their own time and decreased bias created in interviews where random and systematic error can occur (18). However, using a questionnaire to gain information relies on respondents being honest in their answers. Data is also limited by the questions provided and answers given. Mean values rather than median values were reported for confidence levels in students although data were not truly continuous (respondents were given option of numbers 0–5). Nevertheless, the mean results provide a useful idea of the amount of confidence students have in providing bleaching where the mode or median would have been less useful.

These students were chosen at this stage of their careers as they are the closest cohort to qualification and their current opinions are likely to continue past graduation. Cardiff, Cork and Malmö dental schools provided a range of opinions from diverse geographical regions around Europe, where each country is a member of the EU and subject to EU regulations. However, with recent regulations surrounding the supply and use of hydrogen peroxide over 0.1% (11–14) and different implications/interpretations of this in each country, attitudes have been found to vary between the students.

Cardiff students are under the greatest restrictions, given the interpretation of the European Cosmetics Directive (11). Let alone this, the General Dental Council (the UK dental regulatory body that also issues guidance on dental school education) does not include the teaching of bleaching in their document ‘The First Five Years’ (19). Locally, the provision of bleaching treatments within the Cardiff Dental Hospital is prohibited by the University Health Board. Conversely, Cork students are given formal teaching of bleaching. In Malmö, the students are not given any specific teaching on tooth whitening; however, as bleaching agents are classified as ‘medical devices’, the treatment is available and students are able to carry it out (14).

There was a tendency for Cork students to have a more positive attitude towards tooth whitening than both Cardiff and Malmö students, including on bleaching their own teeth. More Cork students (44%) than those at both other dental schools (Cardiff 11%, Malmö 12%) had previously had their teeth bleached and were also most likely to have the treatment in the future (Cork 80%, Malmö 58%, Cardiff 46%). This is also apparent for home whitening kits where a far greater proportion of Cork students than Cardiff and Malmö students would encourage patients to use them if asked. Literature available shows that Cardiff and Malmö students could be right to discourage their use with studies finding that those providing a mouthpiece to mould (not custom made) can allow the bleach to come into contact with and irritate the gingivae (20). As well,
the bleach is usually of a low concentration, making the treatment less effective (20). Lack of clinical evidence is available regarding the safety and efficacy of these products, with many studies supported by the manufacturers (21, 22). As a result, it would be appropriate to discuss these problems with patients and avoid encouraging their use. When asked about the safety of vital tooth bleaching, more Cork students than Malmö and Cardiff students regarded vital tooth bleaching as being safe, with only 36% of the Swedish students agreeing with the statement (70% Cardiff and 77% Cork). However, Malmö students could be right to be wary of a treatment that they know little about and have had no experiencing in doing on patients. Vital tooth bleaching has side effects, the most common being post-treatment tooth sensitivity (9).

High proportions of students were shown to be wary of offering treatments, including bleaching to a pregnant patient complaining of discoloured teeth. The literature is also divided on opinion on this topic, with a review article listing pregnancy as a contraindication (23), whereas Haywood (24) states that there is no scientific evidence for pregnancy to be a contraindication to bleaching treatments. Haywood does however say that he would not carry out whitening treatments on a pregnant female to remove the worry that the bleaching could be blamed for any problems with the pregnancy or baby and could also exacerbate pregnancy gingivitis (24). This shows how the literature cannot be relied on for answers, and at some point, the dentist must make the choice themselves – albeit with caution.

As Cardiff and Malmö students are less familiar and less positive towards bleaching treatments than Cork, it is appropriate to assume that on graduation, these students will treat patients more crowns and veneers than bleaching or even discourage patients from treatment. This has many implications as a result of the removal of tooth tissue for these treatments. Future replacements of crowns or veneers with or without endodontic treatment are expensive and time-consuming, and patients should be made aware of this when these restorations are planned for discoloured teeth. Dunne and Miller (25) found that in a period of 5¼ years, 11% of veneers fitted debonded or were removed. As well as this, follow-up studies of porcelain veneer placement have highlighted ongoing maintenance issues with veneers (26, 27). Crowns are also not guaranteed for life and at some point are likely to need replacing. With over 1.2 mm of tooth requiring removal for a porcelain fused to metal crown (28), the tooth becomes more vulnerable, and the irritation caused to the pulp can lead to pulp death and endodontic problems (7). On the other hand, if bleaching is provided tooth tissue is not removed but potential risks must be addressed, and the patient warned of these. Concerns have been raised surrounding potential for pulp death following some methods of tooth whitening (29) particularly those which involve heat and light; however, this is very rare and most side effects are reversible such as sensitivity and mucosal irritation. Cervical root resorption has also been found to be an uncommon risk associated with internal (non-vital) bleaching (9). Irreversible potential risks involved with bleaching, both vital and non-vital, seem far less common and the treatment considerably less invasive than the provision of crowns or veneers. As a result, it seems sensible to attempt bleaching before deciding on crowns or veneers; however, this may not be the case for Cardiff and Malmö students who on graduation have had little or no experience in considering bleaching as a treatment option.

With the increasing demand from patients for whiter teeth and the non-destructive nature of tooth whitening, there is a potential need for more teaching of bleaching in European dental schools (4, 5). Dental educators need to make progression in the curriculum when patients’ needs and demands change, rather than merely with advances in commercial developments (15). This is important to prevent unnecessary destruction of tooth tissue when other viable treatment options are available, as shown with Cardiff students suggesting far greater destructive treatments including post-crowns when the patient complaint is a discoloured, root treated tooth. When these other options become included in curricula, the students as qualified dentists will consider less destructive treatments.

**Conclusions**

This study has demonstrated variations in the teaching of bleaching techniques and the attitudes of students from three European dental schools towards this treatment. Findings showed that Cork dental students had the most positive attitude towards tooth whitening and its safety, while being most keen to provide these treatments after qualification. Cardiff and Malmö dental students gave similar responses, with comparable lower levels of confidence in providing bleaching
treatments, lack of knowledge and number of students wanting to provide whitening treatments after qualification. Malmö students had the least knowledge of restrictions in place surrounding bleaching agents; probably owing to bleaching products being classified as ‘medical devices’ in Sweden in contrast to the difficulties surrounding the classification of bleaching as a ‘cosmetic’ in the United Kingdom. With increasing patient demand for aesthetic treatments, there is a potential need for further teaching on tooth whitening techniques. Dental students need to be best prepared to meet the needs of their future patients. Non-invasive techniques such as tooth whitening offer conservative treatment alternatives and avoid more destructive techniques such as veneers or crowns.
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